**IBT “Reconditioned” Shot Blast Machine**

**IBT Serial Number:** IBT-24KDC-009

**Wheelabrator 24,000 CFM Dust Collector**

**Price (US Funds) ........................................... $ 30,000.00**

This equipment is reconditioned as required and includes an IBT Three (3) Month Warranty

**Machine Description & Included:**

- Wheelabrator 24,000 CFM Dust Collector.
- Shaker Type System.
- Dual Hopper Discharge Slide Gates.
- Dust Filters are like new.
- Includes 575 Volt Control Panel as seen in the following pictures.
  
  *Note: If a different power voltage is needed, a power transformer may be required.*
- Grade Mounted Fan Assembly c/w Fabricated Exhaust Transition and Fan Silencer as shown in pictures.
- Spiral Ducting c/w bolt type flanges and Fittings as shown in pictures.
- Unit will be re-painted.

**Notes:**

- **Freight, Installation, Commissioning & Start-up:** Can be provided at extra cost. Not included in above pricing.
- Dust Collector is presently in a knocked down condition & at our Facility in Hamilton, Ontario.